
SYMBOLISM IN FENCES

Symbols. Trains. Troy brings his illegitimate baby, Raynell home for the first time at the beginning of the Act Two, Scene
Three of Fences. Troy sits with his.

Both Troy and Rose want to protect the family. The various symbols of a fence portrayed by Wilson combine
with his cultural descriptions to create a colorful and memorable experience for the reader. Troy sits with his
motherless baby on a porch where he once reigned, but now is an unwanted presence. The train song also
connotes the time Troy and many other men of his generation spent wandering North during the Great
Migration. The fact that Rose wants the fence built adds meaning to her character because she sees the fence
as something positive and necessary. He sings, "I ain't got no ticket, please let me ride the blinds," which
represents the poverty the released slaves and the failed sharecroppers experienced in Troy's father's
generation. And then I want you to stay on the other side. It was his cruel and abusive father. Engineer let a
man ride the line," but in other words he is crying out to his wife, Rose to let him back into her home. For
Troy fence is the replica of all the barriers he has faced in his life. Troy's lack of commitment to finishing the
fence also parallels his lack of commitment in his marriage. Racism plays a big role in history, such as the
famous Rosa Parks who refused to surrender her bus seat to a white passenger, spurring the Montgomery
boycott and other efforts to end segregation Biography. Engineer, let a man ride the line". The author is trying
to use the characters from the play as examples of black people during the segregation years to show how
people of that time considered black people not as literal entities and more like figurative caricatures This is
shown through setting, character development and symbolism The fence is lastly a symbol of family. It is not
the result of racism, but the devil he carries within him that become bigger and greater force in the due course
of the time. By singing this particular song, Troy's acknowledges that his actions caused the upheaval in the
lives of his loved ones. Then you come on. The lines, "I ain't got no ticket, please let me ride the blinds,"
depicts the poverty they experienced. As one reads this play, the reader can see the characters come to life.


